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Ripple crypto price prediction: Ripple (XRP) price looks to be rising across the rest of the crypto
market. The increasing market support has sent Ripple up 1.8% in the last 24 hours. Nevertheless,
XRP is still 68% lower year-to-date (YTD). Positive developments around XRP, on the other hand,
could spark buyer support.

 

Ripple Crypto Price Prediction: XRP Sees Rebound Signal
in Positive Developments
One of the factors that caused XRP prices to plummet in late 2021 was a lawsuit filed by the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) against Ripple and its executives for selling
unregistered securities. The case has dragged on for nearly two years, and Ripple has been winning
narrowly.

On Sunday, Judge Sarah Netburn granted Ripple’s motion to serve two subpoenas to verify the
authenticity of seven videos of SEC officials making public statements. The videos could add
strength to Ripple’s case with the commission. There is no clear indication yet that Ripple will win
the case, however, as the SEC still maintains that XR is a security token.

The other good news for Ripple is that it has been acknowledged as one of the top growing
companies in the U.S. Ripple ranks as the 2,456th fastest growing firm, up 236% in one year.

Despite these positive developments, however, Ripple’s XRP has failed to witness the overwhelming
demand that could help it close the year-to-date loss gap. As a result, cryptocurrency investors are
looking for better-performing cryptocurrencies that will deliver lucrative returns in the coming
months. One of these cryptocurrencies is Tamadoge (TAMA), one of the hottest play-to-earn meme
coins on presale.
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Tamadoge Is Going to Make Great Returns
Tamadoge combines the best of crypto & metaverse game space, which is an NFT-based play-to-earn
meme coin. Tamadoge ecosystem allows players to mint, breed, train and battle their Tamadoge
NFTs against each other, after which they can climb the leaderboard and be
rewarded with TAMA tokens. That is, Tamadoge enables holders to earn for the time they spend
playing the game, or for the time they spend with their Tamadoge NFT pets, in other words.

TAMA aims to become the best meme coin on the market by leveraging the power of the “Doge”
community. Meme coins are common among retail traders, but the two largest coins, DOGE and
SHIB, have had some weaknesses that have prevented them from reaching new heights this year.

Tamadoge offers a utility that other meme coins lack. Its upcoming NFT-based crypto game is
expected to trigger demand and revenue for TAMA. Tamadoge crypto ecosystem also offers a variety
of mini-games, not just a card game, which helps maintain player engagement.

Tamadoge has taken a unique approach to being one of the best crypto gaming ecosystems with
multiple rewards for players to participate. Its presale has sold out much faster than initially
expected and is nearing completion of its third tranche, having already raised more than
$4.7 million at the time of writing.

The presale phase offers discounted prices and will run until September 2, 2022. Early investors can
buy Tamadoge (TAMA) with USDT, Ether, or fiat currency.

Check out our detailed guide on where and how to buy Tamadoge presale.
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